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“Quick Start” Instructions
1) Alphabet Knowledge – Does your student know the alphabet?
If not => flash cards, first (Appendix A or The Alphabet Book).
2) Sit With ‘Em – ~5 minutes a day, 4 days per week.
Just a little of your time can make a world of progress!
3) Don't Skip Around - The lessons are short,
but are in a very specific order.
4) Reading Pages (bat, cat..) - Point & demonstrate individual
& combined sounds (b-a-t; bat). Have student do the same.
5) Review Pages - Don't skip these. With rhyming and page design,
this is where putting those sounds together really starts to jell!
6) Review* - start each new day with a brief review, and if you
feel they're up to it, cover the picture on a Reading page(s).
7) Keep It Fun - "high fives" for progress made, and use coloring pages
to balance learning with fun!
*Notes: (1) ample review is going to be needed, as learning to read is a kin to us adults learning a new language; and getting over the newness of each letter
having a sound & how to put those sounds together - may not happen the very first time through Chapter 1. Remember: any progress is our friend.
Discouragement is the enemy; (2) don't be alarmed if your child doesn't know one or more of the words / pictures.
This will be part of the learning experience, as well!

"The National Reading Panel's analysis made it clear that
the best approach to reading instruction is one that incorporates:
*Explicit instruction in phonemic [sound] awareness
*Systematic phonics instruction..".
National Reading Panel. National Institutes of Health. National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development. http://www.nichd.nih.gov/research/supported/Pages/nrp.aspx.
The National Reading Panel was tasked by Congress in 1997 to determine how children learn best to read. The panel reviewed thousands upon
thousands of studies (all available research on teaching reading). The spent over two years analyzing - including holding open panel discussions.

Learning To Read = 2 Steps
1) Learning The Letter Sounds
2) Putting Those Sounds Together

Section 1 - Short Vowel Book Skills Teaches All the Letter Sounds (Except /q/)
By The End Of Section 1, They Have the Tools to Read Short-Vowel Books.

Section 2 Teaches Them Long Vowels, Blends & Segmenting of Big Words
By The End Of Section 2, They Have the Tools to Read Any Beginning Book!

Signature Page Design
White on the outskirts helps
focus attention - to the center of
the page and the task at hand.

Large pictures and letters for the student.

a

Grayscale keeps interest level high, and provides coloring page.

Smaller prompt for the parent.

Parent prompt (suggested) - point and say,

"Apple starts with /a/ and sounds like "ah",
"apple - a - ah." Have your child repeat it - pointing.
Head for the coloring page, for both fun and to reinforce the lesson !
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a
Parent prompt (suggested) - point and say,

"Apple starts with /a/ and sounds like "ah",
"apple - a - ah." Have your child repeat it - pointing.
Head for the coloring page, for both fun and to reinforce the lesson !

a

b
Parent prompt (suggested) - point and say,

"Balloon starts with /b/ and sounds like "buh",
"balloon - b - buh." Have your child repeat it - pointing.
Head for the coloring page, for both fun and to reinforce the lesson !

b

t
Parent prompt (suggested) - point and say,

"Table starts with /t/ and sounds like "tih",
"table - t - tih." Have your child repeat it - pointing.
Head for the coloring page, for both fun and to reinforce the lesson !

t

batb-a-t

batb-a-t

b-a-t
bat

b-a-t
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c
Parent prompt (suggested) - point and say,

"Clock starts with /c/ and sounds like "kuh",
"clock - c - kuh." Have your child repeat it - pointing.
Head for the coloring page, for both fun and to reinforce the lesson !

c

c-a-t
cat

c-a-t
cat

h
Parent prompt (suggested) - point and say,

"House starts with /h/ and sounds like "huh",
"house - h - huh." Have your child repeat it - pointing.
Head for the coloring page, for both fun and to reinforce the lesson !

h
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hh-a-t

cc-a-t
hh-a-t
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Den’s Reading Program - Local & Correspondence Testimonials
"You should publish it!"
-K.K., Parent of a Kindergartner
"It's great!"
-C.C., Parent of a Kindergartner
"Hannah already can't put it down!"
-M.B., Parent of a Kindergartner
"Andrew is having a ball! He takes it to bed with him."
-J.H., Grandparent of a Four-Year Old
"That book is so very cute."
-S.W., Parent of a Kindergartner
"Thank you for such a great resource!"
-K.B., Kindergarten Teacher
"The pictures are gorgeous. This is great..!
-W.G., Certified Reading Specialist
"He loves it! He just picked it up. He loves it."
-J.B., Mother of a 4 & 1/2 Year Old
"The program utilizes 80% or more of current research-based practices.
The sequence of the materials was good. The book would have a specific purpose
for beginning kindergarten. This is well done..."
-Utah State Textbook Adoption Committee
"It is a great book and Nyah already loves reading out of it…"
-J.V., Parent of a Preschooler
"I've looked it over (and my first thought was how well put together the book is)..."
-P.W., Aunt of a Preschooler
"I think it's a great start for any pre-school, kindergarten or first-grade child…"
-M.H., Reading Teacher for over 25 Years
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